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flash·fiction 
 

Crash – Samantha Memi 
A train passes through the station. I leave the station. A car travels along the 

road. I cross the road. I have no need of cars or trains. I walk. 

 

I open the door of my house. A plane flies overhead. I step inside and close the 

door, thinking of the people on the plane sitting in rows like peas in pods. If I had 

a giant tin opener I could cut along the top of the plane and peer in and say,  

Are you all happy to be going where you’re going? Wouldn’t you rather stay 

at home and get to know your children and your friends and your loved ones 

instead of chasing all over the globe?  

And a very handsome man will say, I’d rather be at home with my wife,  

and I say, Come with me,  

and he steps out of the plane, taking care not to catch his clothing on the 

jagged edge of the edge of the roof where I have cut it open, and together we 

walk into the church while the wedding march plays. But the church is empty and 

has no signs of happiness. 

 

Another train passes in the night and the passengers call out,  

Help! Help! We are lost and wonder where we're going. Show us the way. 

And I say,  

Stop!!! Stop hurtling through air and space from one place to another. Stay 

still, breathe, find life where you are. Life is no different elsewhere.  

But they don’t stop. The train hurtles on, through space, through tunnels, 

through time, and on the other side, they hope to find their home and their loved 

ones who wait and wait. 

 

Outside a car skids and crashes. I rush out of the house and run frantically to the 

accident. I recognize the car. It's blue, it’s blue. I open the door. Other people 

arrive, they pull me away. Inside are my husband and daughter, and lots of blood. 
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Waiting To Go - Kim Farleigh 

I was waiting on the heat-softened asphalt of Baghdad Airport’s car park to catch 

a flight, heat concentrated on my earlobes and on the tip of my nose, heat 

hunting for new places to cause discomfort, heat like this never felt before.      

 

The desert, like a yellow-brown hot plate on a giant stove, hazed the horizon, 

reminding me of how I got so released from ego the day before that the world 

became transparent plasma, 1000 mega-pixel sharp in its centre, me a shrinking 

dot in an unfocussed swirl of blurred present.  Chemical boulders in my river 

veins had struck the floor and then had sky-rocketed, swirling, with frictionless 

acceleration, to my head, like chemistry recoil, where they exploded and I 

thought I was going to die as men with covered faces, holding guns, surrounded 

the car. 

 

“Jeesuzz,” someone hissed.  “Jeesuzzz Kerreist.....” 

 

Time became a piece of eternity. 

 

But the driver knew how to talk.  Maybe it was this that saved us?  Maybe it was 

because we were NGO workers and not military or construction?  I’ll never know.   

 

During and After had been pure sharpness.  Experience expands the meanings of 

words.    

 

A soldier was smoking beside the departure-lounge door, his right arm pumping, 

sucking in as if trying to pull the butt out. 

 

He belonged there even less than I did.  His eyes, like mahogany bowls, looking 

varnished with shimmering lacquer, seemed to be conducting electricity.  His 

front-on-bird eyebrows, like hedge wings, wafted as he said: “I only slept two 

hours a night for months as we were taking Baghdad; and only in the front seat of 

a truck.  Then there was a lull.  Then it heated up again and now I hardly sleep at 

all.” 

 

The red in his eyes resembled blood-coloured blueprints for computer circuits.  

The sky was so thick with cobalt that it seemed impenetrable.  The desert 

shimmered to the farthest horizon I had ever seen, its vastness, and the sky’s, 

making me feel like a dot. 

 

He added: “Wind in palm trees is now like mortar rounds.  Even the sand could 

rise up now and kill me.” 

 

My mouth sat open as if a rifle barrel had been stuck in there. 

 

From the hangar next door, a space that scaled cathedrals down to sheds, 

emerged a guy who resembled scrubbed cactus, cut thorns packed on his 

rectangular head. 

 

“Rodriquez,” he said; “get over here.” 
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Rodriquez said: “Two weeks left.  They gonna be history’s two longest weeks.  

Man, there’s only one thing I wanna know.” 

 

“Rodriquez!” 

 

My dumb silence got engulfed by a space that made you feel like an ant. 

 

By leaving I was avoiding accumulating uncertainty.  Curiosity gives you the 

optimism to get you there and commonsense extracts you once information 

reaches overload; but to have no control over either.............. 

 

The scales were now altered forever.  THE END. 
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Dissonance - Cory Bradley 

A synthetic rain falls, drowning Auditorium in a toxic nocturne. It is scheduled to 

fall at this hour, in the middle of the approximated night while the audience 

sleeps, to prevent a member from unintentionally allowing even one droplet to 

land upon his or her skin. 

 

As a Conductor of the Orchestra, however, Settimia is in no danger…at least from 

the fabricated rain. It is mostly hollow droplets that trickle harmlessly from the 

eaves, though the occasional raindrop slips between the tall brick buildings and 

sheds its single note upon her as she hastily splashes through the narrow lanes. 

She makes her way to the W/SW Aisleway, one of only three thoroughfares that 

serve the audience, each stemming from Auditorium’s central plaza like bicycle 

spokes. 

 

Emerging from the protection of the alleys, Settimia wastes no time passing 

through the commercial district. Manipulated by the streetlamps staggered along 

the roadway, multiple shadows circle her like the hands of a broken pocket watch 

until the shop fronts lining the Aisleway yield to residential neighborhoods.  

 

Settimia was once at home here, surrounded by discolored stone cottages, wisps 

of wood smoke seeping from toppled brick chimneys and iron gates rusting in 

crumbling walls. But she no longer belongs among the audience. She is an 

imposter, wandering these streets wearing a uniform of the Orchestra. 

 

Startled by a growl not entirely unexpected, Settimia reflexively reaches for her 

baton before sighting a mongrel that has been caught in the rain. It scratches at 

its muzzle with its paws, whining and snarling until it wretches. Settimia is 

sympathetic to the miserable cur, but there is nothing she can do for it now. She 

leaves the dog to stumble in the road, pondering the irony that the rain will soon 

wash away the sick it itself induces.  

 

The decaying cottages wild with overgrowth are no more as Settimia passes 

under an archway announcing entrance to Auditorium’s grand square, the city’s 

commercial center. At this hour, it is a vast expanse of light, glass and stone, 

breathtaking in its near desolation. The mist churned by the symphonic rain 

forms nimbi around the three-headed lampposts guarding the square like 

sentries. 

 

Settimia has arrived.  

 

Under her breath, she whispers a prayer to the Founding Composers to safeguard 

Auditorium when The Dissonance comes. 
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Loading… - Claudia Lu 

In bed, the record playing and the tall candle lights flirting, 

We lay, waiting for our consciousness to escape us. 

In the split second between being awake and falling asleep 

—the moment when we could almost smell the cue of the night’s dreams— 

we saw our futures 

exploding like silver spiders shimmering across the night sky. 

 

There will always be more sadness marching around in this world then joy. 

One Broadway star and 999,999 broken hearts. 

The beast and his deer heart breakfast. 

Sometimes we get so excited—Sunday morning; lightly creased white dress; 

Grandma’s emerald necklace; jasmine laurel; every pore of ours ready to receive 

sunbeams; we take the first bite of the zesty lemon Haagen Dazs ice ball—but it 

melts so fast we don’t even have time to feel content  

and wonder how long we will have to wait until happiness comes visit us again. 

 

We are taught to wait since the beginning of time. 

When we are toddlers, we wait for our teeth to sprout; 

As teenagers, our breasts refuse to pop; 

Entering high school, we grow our hair out so we can play with it while trying to 

talk with the boy across the hall. 

Then we wait to grow up, to wear our Mom’s laced wedding dress, to have our 

breasts filled with milk, to cry, to chop our hair after signing the divorce papers. 

We wait for things to come up, to tell us what we want.  

We wait for desire to wrap our hearts around, and then wish to get rid of it 

sooner. 

 

Then finally, we wait to realize, dolefully, that for this entire time,  

—on that Friday night, under the burning record and the flirting spark of flame— 

we had seen all of this  

coming. 
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In the dark - Claudia Lu 

The first time I got touched by someone with a penis was in seventh grade. It was 

during a swimming practice after school and right in the middle of the pool. We 

were doing breast stroke and while I had already touched the wall and was 

swimming back along the left side of the pool, my lane mate hadn’t quite reached 

the wall yet and was going along the right side of the lane. Usually when I saw 

someone coming toward me, I tried to dodge him by sliding to the side until my 

arm was rubbing against the lane line. But breast stroke was my stroke; how 

could I lose control doing my stroke? Instead, I got a speed boost. After his large 

hand landed on my tiny ass, he kept on pushing backward, giving me a lift 

forward. I felt as if I just picked up a helicopter hap in Doodle Jump as I glided 

through the water for the next two seconds.  

 

I couldn’t stop because we were still in the deep water area. So instead of looking 

up, I buried my head deeper into the dim green water. The light coming through 

the high windows above us was shaking, along with the dark shadow of the water 

at the bottom of the pool. Like any good middle schooler, I had faith in the 

swimming ability of sperm. I can’t remember his face any more. All I remember 

was that it looked like a horse’s and I was going to have his pony baby.  
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po·et·ry 
 

Los Angeles - Alison Rollman 

 
I swerve through your dingy streets 

Braking too quick 

Accelerating too soon 

 

My gas tank sputters 

My engine clicks 

 

I lock my car 

Step into puddles of sewer-dump drudgery 

Liquid gas 

Liquid tears and slime 

Anything to pass the time 

 

I walk tentatively through your dark alleys 

Trying to keep up with my brother 

Always a couple steps behind 

 

I have to walk/jog/walk/jog 

To keep up with his lanky, fervid strides 

 

My rear view mirror is slated with ice 

Mist obscures my view of the car behind me 

The road that I have traveled 

 

All I can see is a yellow-stained canvas 

Seeping through 

Blinding me 

 

I drive in circles around the block 

Trying to hypnotize myself 

I can't find parking and I can't read the signs 

 

Los Angeles, what kind of hell are you 

That strips its prisoners 

Of their pride 

 

City of opportunity, city of bright lights 

Sin 

Hard work 

 

Sushi bars and gas stations 

Fruit carts and crowded, sleeping benches 

Face-lifts and fancy gyms 
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Dirt and money -  

Are they one and the same? 

 

Hotel palaces and Beverly Hills mansions 

Canyon intrigue 

Celebrity-slammed Hollywood 

TMZ and a superfluous calendar section 

 

Your newspaper reads like a tabloid 

The funniest joke I know 

The most perverted optical illusion 

 

Your Hollywood sign 

Means nothing to me 

(Or so I tell myself) 

 

This endless choke of highways that I drive 

Satan’s best friend is hitching a ride 

Thumb stretched out 

Feet grounded and glue-stuck 

 

Destination, nowhere 

Destination, home 

 

Distracted, indefinitely 

Beeps, screeches, and honking horns 

Phone buzzes 

 

My gas tank sputters 

My engine clicks 

 

Windshield wipers just passing the time 

Same thing every day 

Clearing away that freezing morning dew 

Thinking that this time, maybe 

I can wipe it all clean 

 

Up too early 

Out too late 

 

Windshield wipers just chasing sleep, counting sheep 

Cars just chasing time 

 

Maybe that's why we drive so fast 

We think that we can travel back in time 

In these over-shined vehicles of ours 

 

We think that they can deliver us 

To a time of eternity 
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A time of simplistic social norms 

 

 

Put me in the passenger seat 

Because that's easier than navigating 

This parking lot of a life 

This yellow light of an endless plight 

 

3 seconds to go- can I make it through the intersection? 

Is there a police car in sight? 

Well, no, so I go 

 

Accelerating too soon 

Braking too quick 

 

Blast the radio so I can't hear myself think 

Time is just something that blinks 

That breathes in bright lights 

And glares back at me 

 

Judging, judging 

(Or at least that's what I think) 

 

Accelerating too soon 

Braking too quick 

 

My gas tank sputters 

My engine clicks 

 

Always missing the exit 

Always getting caught up 

In this construction-induced asthma attack 

Of jam, jam traffic jam 

 

Los Angeles life 
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WE ARE ARROWS 

 #85  

- Darren C. Demaree 

 

Was a past more  

than drag or  

push towards  

elegy?   

 It’s not a  

story.   

 It’s a  

discrimination  

against the  

momentum of  

time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WE ARE ARROWS  

#86  

- Darren C. Demaree 

 

Faithless, I  

crack a grain  

to grab a  

partnership 

 with the growth  

that began  

gently and  

survived the  

harsh clutch of  

expectations.   

 We are  

gamblers 

through the  

whole spectrum  

of our force.   

 Two  

fingers to tuck 

 the seed, one  

boot-toe to  

save it from 

the wind, and  

when nothing  

remarkable  

happens there  

is an  

elevation, a  

raising of the  

pot, for every  

failed season. 

 We are  

gamblers,  

predictable,  

always willing  

to wager on our  

own endeavors,  

their  

littering, that  

trails us  

constantly,  

decorating the  

whole of Ohio. 
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WE ARE ARROWS  

#87 

- Darren C. Demaree 

 

We streak the  

external world.   

 We crawl  

eternally to  

understand the  

hurry. We  

can extend our  

expedited blood  

to length of  

our whole  

bodies, but  

that will do  

nothing to  

determine a  

single,  

confident  

thought. 
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License Plate - Kendall Allen 

 

melancholy is a noun that 

juxtaposes itself against syllables, 

the shrieking of a tea kettle 

as it laments for the bruises 

the taxi driver abandoned 

across his girlfriend’s 

jawline 

 

the petals of her lips bled purple 

like reticence bleeds polaroids 

petrified in unsteady ferris wheels 

and splintering park benches, 

spelling out innocence 

in the form of three letters, 

four numbers 
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Nineteen Missed Birthdays Are Too Many - Kendall Allen 

 

she is a cacophony of denials, 

conceived from atoms assembled 

along solid yellow traffic lines, 

buries herself beneath floorboards 

in high rise buildings that slump 

like her parents’ cuckoo clock; 

time stopped in the 1980’s 

the city never sleeps, 

her father taught her to count 

moments in seconds 

and tick tick tick away, 

until twelve o’clock comes 

and she is new again, 

white lipped scars reincarnated 

as seals to an apologetic envelope 

addressed to her mother, 

postmarked return to sender 

she tells me, 

I am not a broken clock, 

I am not my mother's daughter, 

I am not stuck. 
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Epistemophilia: my cynosure - Zachary Royce Wood  
 
The efflorescence of words, logophilia, la belleza, philocaly 

Mellifluous and summery, the susurrus of Susquehanna 

Bibliophilic, bucolic, lying in a bungalow, halcyon with the sea 

Books—Lagniappe, my oasis of serenity—   

 

Pastiche, Philokalia, a chronicle of the Greek, theosis and theoria, the pyrrhic of 

which they speak  

 

Theology and theodicy, elixir, etymology, deontological philosophy;   

Plato the Philomath, Aristotle, ambrosial; digest, a hearty snack; save tomes for 

dinner 

 

Dulcet, like candy; I learn from the best, philology and philhellene, the Genus Ilex 

In the labyrinth of life, I live and love the ammophilous treasures buried in the 

sands of time.         
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A Turning of the Soul - Zachary Royce Wood 

In a world of lyrical belonging, layered  

with unsentimental fissures, I taste  

bitter truth. Lost in the emotional odyssey  

of beautifully crafted veins of ink, I savor,  

sequestered from the ire of unforgiving  

wilderness, I blossom provocative matter resting  

on a shelf of phenomenal identity, I hark as  

plenum calls; libretto. In the frightening void  

of an uncertain future, astride the lush inheritance  

of Baldwin’s chimerical phantasy, I rise.  

On a smooth slab of spalted maple, like  

glass containing life’s divided ingredients:  

death that signifies rebirth. 
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In these Eyes - Zachary Royce Wood 

In these eyes, I see life and death, an agglomeration bereft, not of sorrow—but 

faith  

As I stare into these eyes 

I feel distorted and incomplete, 

Torn apart, but still living, in the belly of the netherworld 

As its body trembles, my mind caving in, like thin ice—hysteria 

 

In these eyes, I see trauma and innocence, an imponderable struggle of inanity to 

the unmensch   

Cowering in the face of the victim, without answers, I feel guilty, forever indebted  

As though I caused that pain, and the poverty, of love and self-love, 

No longer satisfied with personal success, I wept for myself and the victim, for 

our world and our future. 

 

Overcome by grief, I shut my eyes and asked myself one more time: Why what’s 

in these eyes is not a crime?  
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Alma - Noelle Sadallah 

 
I don’t know you. 

I don’t know why you’re wearing  

a tropically florid dress, 

or why you have an embroidered  

pillow of a Siberian husky propped up 

against your bed. 

 

You seem too frail to have the capacity of 

loving anything more than a Shi- Tzu. 

 

The pictures bring me back. 

Did you always fancy fatter men? 

That time we went to the beach 

in nothing but our underwear 

because dad wouldn’t buy us bathing suits. 

 

What happened to us? 

Past all the nonsensical trinkets and the  

meaningless halo of plastic roses, 

I can barely recognize you. 

Cramped 

in your own padded time capsule. 

 

You faded fast like a crushed flower, 

after you broke your stem 

walking down the stairs. 

(Nothing like the kind shoved around you, 

but the kind your niece got sitting on the table over there.) 

 

You shouldn’t be climbing stairs, 

Honey. 

 

Fondling the strawberry cookies 

under your knobby, loose- skinned elbow, 

I realize I don’t know you. 

 

All I know is that you were the last of eight  

sisters. Except for the one 

you left behind. 
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Back to the Fifties - Martin H. Levinson 

 
Ebbets Field, rock and roll, Davy Crockett coonskin caps 

Poodle skirts, ponytails, pompadours, and blue suede shoes.  

Stickball, stoopball, boxball, punchball 

The Coney Island boardwalk for fun in the sun. 

 

Sputniks, beatniks, nudniks, neatniks 

Joe McCarthy’s witch hunts for commies and queers. 

Montgomery, Birmingham, Little Rock, Selma 

Uncivil wars threatened to overwhelm us.  

 

Erskine, Podres, Robinson, Snider 

Koufax, Furillo, Newcombe, Labine. 

The Boys of Summer met the test 

Brooklyn rules! Dem Bums are de best! 

 

Stay-at-home moms and dutiful dads 

Juvenile delinquents and rebels without causes. 

Levittown, Playboy, Kinsey, Elvis 

Marilyn was keen and so was James Dean. 

 

I Love Lucy, What’s My Line? 

“Be Happy, Go Lucky” in living color. 

Superman, Dragnet, Zorro, Maverick 

TV is the rage in its golden age. 

 

Chuck Berry, Fats Domino, Bo Diddley, Sam Cooke 

The Stroll, the Madison, and the Shake. 

That crazy new music on American Bandstand 

Parents cringed, their children binged. 

 

Corvettes, Thunderbirds, Chevies, and Caddies 

Pontiacs, Kaisers, Ramblers, and Jeeps. 

How many horses you got under the hood? 

Cars with big fins sold by guys with big chins. 

   

Sweet’N Low, Pantyhose, and Liquid Paper 

The first TV-wireless remote control. 

The H-bomb is tested at Eniwetok 

“Cool man, cool,” a real nuclear jewel. 

 

Peyton Place, On the Beach, and Doctor Zhivago 

The Searchers, The Far Country, Shane, and High Noon. 

Movies in theaters and books read on paper 

Twas an interesting time and to me so sublime.  
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pho·tog·ra·phy 
 

 

 

 

Haulover Beach 2013 - Momo Manalang 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Beauty Lasts Forever. - Annie Gingold 
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Windows – Alicja Madloch 

 
 
 

[Leap of] Faith – Alicja Madloch 
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Blurred - Rory Finnegan 

 

 
Shadow in the Window - Rory Finnegan 
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creative non·fiction 
 

John the Janitor - Miguel Gardel 

He liked to generalize, and said, "I didn't know Mexicans liked the blues." I liked 

the way it sounded and let it slide. It was my first day working with him. I was in 

his van. He was my boss. I had said, when I slid into the seat next to him, pointing 

at the tape player, “Hey, you got Sonny Boy Williamson playing.” 

 

His name was John and he was a black man. To me, after he hired me, he was a 

pain in the ass. Physically, he resembled one of my uncles. He was a talker and 

cared nothing about what I had to say, except when I asked for more stories. To 

be the protagonist of his tales gave him a rush, a high. He sensed I was an 

appreciative audience. With him I was to learn about the “high yellows” and the 

“creoles” of the past. He was from Louisiana. Dirt poor, he shot at roadrunners 

with a shotgun; fired at animals, not for pleasure but to eat them. He liked white 

women and paid to have sex with them when he was new and lonely in L.A.  

 

But he married a Salvadoran refugee. She was little and full of fire and had 

crossed the border on foot. She didn’t understand the cause the guerrillas were 

fighting for but feared the Death Squads. She had walked for weeks and was 

helped by the Sanctuary Movement this side of the border. With no family and no 

home, she lived inside a church. John was not particularly religious but had heard 

about these unfortunate refugees who were not even given the status as such. To 

break out of his L.A. loneliness he wrote a letter to the church. The pastor 

received a missive from an unknown man, an American citizen, who was willing 

to marry an undocumented woman. This was good news and the pastor 

interpreted it for the young Salvadoran. She looked at the pastor and shrugged 

her shoulders.  

 

The pastor married the couple in his little church in South Central. John had 

worked hard and had bought a house. He was not addicted to any expensive 

pleasure and he didn’t drink. He liked sex, music, and to accumulate every cent 

he could. 

 

The wife was very possessive of him. From the first day when I arrived at their 

house she’d come outside to the driveway with John, ostensibly to say goodbye 

to him but I knew it was to keep watch on me. Her way to keep me away from 

the family riches was to make sure I never felt welcome. “She doesn’t trust me,” 

John told me. “I’m working on bringing her kids over from Salvador. So she has to 

love me for now.” 

 

We’d start at three in the afternoon but I had to be at his driveway by two-

fifteen. He was always exact and exacting. I had an old ’62 Ford that started only 

when it wanted to. I was living in a garage with my mother who would pray every 

day to the saints up above and asked for a simple blessing of that old and tired 

machine so that her hard working son could get to work safely and didn’t have to 

walk all the way to South Gate. Many times the good ones responded but many 
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times the sons of bitches didn’t, and I had to move fast hating John and the sun. 

Both were oppressors. When John hired me he had said, “Under no 

circumstances will I ever use my gas to go pick you up,” perhaps a little cruder 

than that. 

 

He used the same almost-hostile-matter-of-fact language throughout the hiring 

process. The first thing he asked was the cliché that is only a cliché to those of us 

who speak English. The second was the second cliché, “Are you legal?” And the 

third, “You probably don’t have a license, but I know you people can drive. Do 

you have some kind of transportation?” 

 

A few months before I had dropped out of community college, left my girlfriend 

crying, and got on a plane to the Dominican Republic. Three days later when 

nothing went well for me, I was doing all the crying. I called her up and cried 

some more. And cried hysterically when she told me she had gone back to her 

mother’s house and had turned in the key to the apartment and had left the 

furniture to the landlord. I couldn’t sink any lower. I wanted to be an adventurer 

and that was the price I had to pay. 

 

I came back sheepishly to L.A. and slept next to my mother in her good bed in the 

garage which my sister’s husband owned. He didn’t like me. He didn’t like the 

books I read. He didn’t like that I read books. The idea of an unemployed man 

frequently visiting the public library seemed subversive and very un-American to 

him. He knew the people I had gone to see in the DR had communist connections. 

But I was a very confused young man and still trying to figure out what Lenin 

meant when he wrote “The workers build their own culture in the struggle.” But 

my ignorance was relative. My brother-in-law’s was absolute. He was an anti-

socialist man who had never read a newspaper in his life. But he owned the 

garage.  

 

My mother had welcomed me with open arms and asked no questions. She was 

employed in a sweatshop. The old stubborn little Ford was her idea and I bought 

it with her money from a very old woman who lived across the street. After I 

went out for my first ride my mother said, “Now go get a job.” 

 

I became John’s assistant and got minimum wage. Monday through Friday we 

worked in a special school in Beverly Hills. It was special because the kids could 

do two years in one or one and a half in one if they were so inclined. Students 

started at kindergarten and were expected to graduate at sixteen, the latest. 

These kids couldn’t fail, that’s what was special. They were well provided for. 

They had the best teachers the school could afford; a recreation system that was 

part of the education process; everyone was expected to learn a musical 

instrument and the basics of drama and dance; those old enough were 

encouraged to see and discuss films, not just as entertainment but as art; trips to 

the matinees around town were frequent; the tutors were built into the process 

and things were so very comfortable that the students never knew who was 

tutoring and who was teaching. Those satisfied students must have also thought 

that the rest of the world had it as good as they did. Or maybe they didn’t know 

they had it so good. They never spoke to me and I never spoke to them. They 
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were always on their way out; going towards the fancy, expensive cars that 

awaited them in the parking lot.  

 

John never spoke about the kids, the school, what was in front of him. He 

watched me closely. Always repeated the same warnings: don’t talk to the kids, 

don’t steal anything, leave everything where you found it. He liked to water the 

plants and the flowers inside the rooms and the various gardens around the two 

buildings that housed the school. I did the toilets and vacuumed the carpets. We 

both put the trash in the back dumpsters. And then we were through. Mondays 

there was an extra job at an electronics store in West L.A. 

 

The city of Los Angeles intoxicated me. I could never fathom it. Every night 

thousands of lights from thousands of cars adhered to my eyes, exposing my face 

to the city’s toxic, the snake oil of freedom; a drunken orgy of movement and 

light; a make-believe perpetual movement that went everywhere and nowhere, 

that went as far as the limits imposed: By whom? The car manufacturers? The oil 

salesmen? The freeway construction crews? The mayor and his political force? 

Hollywood? All of the above and much more? 

 

Those were the “Thriller” days. And John was not exempt from the phenomenon. 

Now he had the music to lord it over me. From the blues and rhythm and blues 

we both had enjoyed on the afternoon rides he was now frantically searching for 

something, anything, by the King of Pop. To my, “Let’s just listen to Muddy,” his 

answer was: “Hold on, there’s gotta be something by Michael.” Caught up in the 

mania and the pride of being able to show off the new King of Music as one of his 

own, he simply forgot that I had ears or maybe he thought I was supposed to like 

this new monarch. Maybe he thought that I had no right and that the music he 

provided in his van was a gratuity that came out of his pockets and good grace. It 

got to be that it wasn’t just Michael but anything that sounded like him. For years 

I had slowly cultivated my ears to appreciate the simple and the complex, the 

legitimately old and the new, the sounds that meant to express concepts of 

everything that could be conceptualized and that could make us freer. Michael 

Jackson’s baroque pop was appealing to me because in it I could hear James 

Brown and the original funksters. What I could not stand was the constant 

repetition. Every radio station was part of the mania. John could have made me 

happy by just inserting one of the many tapes he had collected in his glove 

compartment. But he chose to fret with the radio buttons and be part of this 

Great Trend in music and culture. The lights, the cars in my eyes, the commercial 

pop that, uninvited, entered my ears were enough to make me question my 

position as an assistant janitor in John’s Janitorial Service. 

 

And then one day he said, “Fridays my wife is going to come with me. You know, 

she’s going to help me, and you stay home. I’m giving you a day off every week.” 

And he talked about expenses; the money he needed to prepare for her kids to 

feel at home. “I’m going to have to buy them clothes,” he said. “They’re very poor 

down there.” 

 

Now he expected me to be poor down here. I didn’t say anything. 
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One Monday we were at the electronics store. He vacuumed and I did the toilets. 

The place wasn’t large but it wasn’t small. We were supposed to do the job in less 

than two hours. I also swept and mopped the back where they kept the broken 

equipment and the returned items. Here there was a booth at a corner; a little 

office that belonged to a young salesman. He was always on the phone every 

time I saw him. This evening he came out of his booth and began to talk to me. 

He went straight to the clichés. He wanted to hire me. He said he wanted me to 

go high up the ladder. “I’ve been watching you,” he said. “I know you can do 

more than just mop a floor.” He had an accent I couldn’t place. And he was all 

business. He had a video distribution company, he said. And he needed a young 

intelligent man who knew the city well to deliver video tapes and equipment 

throughout L.A. “You know your way around, right?” 

 

“What you doing?” It was John who suddenly appeared behind me.  

 

“Nothing,” said the young guy. “Just talking.” 

 

I held the mop and rested my proletarian body on it. The mop was my 

instrument, my tool, my identity. These two little capitalists were fighting for me.  

 

“You know better than to do that!” John said. Being a little little capitalist and 

perhaps still imbued with the organic morality of someone who had been poor, I 

think he thought there was an unspoken rule that said that between brother 

capitalists one must not steal the labor of another; because, after all, without our 

hard-earned labor we will starve to death. 

 

The young guy humored him. His body language told me he didn’t believe in 

anything that would get in his way of becoming a future millionaire. And he was 

all out for me. He winked, passed me his card, and went back to his booth. He 

had just “discovered” me. I was a diamond in the rough and he was going to 

make me shine.  

 

“Are you going to go with him?” John asked. 

 

“No,” I said.  

The young man had offered more than the minimum wage. I needed a new car 

and I needed to get away from the owner of the garage and let my mother sleep 

in peace. I also needed to get away from the unrelenting “pop” in the van. I slid 

the future millionaire’s card in my shirt pocket and continued to mop.  
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The Death Theorist - Ryan Mark 

Falling. Nate had been plummeting to seemingly nowhere for hours. The victim of 

gravity struggled to see through the endless thick blackness. He was aware that 

this event was only occurring in his subconscious, his dreams. But even so, it felt 

too real. His joints locked together like ice, fearful of the moment when he would 

make impact with the destination. Or perhaps there was no destination. That was 

what Nate feared most. Stuck, forever falling. 

 

He woke, panting and drenched in sweat. The illuminated appearance of his room 

hushed him into immediate comfort, but the darkness from the dream still 

lingered in small corners. Wearily, he turned towards a large screen beside his 

bed. Large digital words formed a question. 

 

“Would you like to save this dream?” it read. 

 

Nate pressed the far right of the cool screen, choosing a button that read no. 

Immediately, the question was dispelled from the screen, and was replaced by a 

virtual digital clock.  

 

Nate had been having the dream repeatedly over a week. Even though he didn’t 

save it in video format, the nightmare continued to haunt his memories. 

 

He rose from his sleek bed, excited about his new job. As of today, he was a 

researcher at the YNOX  

 

research facility. After getting dressed and eating a sufficient breakfast, he 

entered a glass tube-like elevator.  

 

As he gradually descended, the plastic wall of the building vanished above Nate’s 

head, revealing a city overwhelmed by light. Several dynamic buildings shot 

upwards from the perfectly level ground. White lights streaked in contrast to the 

dark sky. He smiled, observing several hovercrafts of various designs travelling in 

unmarked lanes. Nate exited the elevator and ran into the bustling city. 

 

The YNOX research facility was much smaller than Nate had expected. Rather 

than the usual eighty floor business building, it had a blunt, unimpressive ten. It 

also lacked several strips of light, which was extremely unusual. The city was 

always lit, even in the corners nobody visited. The facility appeared lonesome and 

useless compared to the rest of the city’s architecture. Perhaps it was new, and 

the construction was incomplete. Shrugging, Nate strode through the glass doors. 

 

The interior was extremely plain, with simple large blocks bulging outwards from 

the ground as furniture. The whole room had a boring, beige hue.  

 

“Security Program Running,” a metallic voice stated. Nate sprung like a fragile 

animal, surprised at the sound. He recollected himself, aware the bodiless voice 

was just the security system.  
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“What is your name?” the monotone voice commanded, echoing around the 

room. 

  

“Nate Eskevoy,” he answered automatically, anxious to finish the procedure. 

 

 “Welcome, Nate,” the program failed to mimic human personality. “There is an 

important meeting with the YNOX Corporation in progress. Please proceed 

through the door.” 

   

As Nate placed a step inside the large purple room, several eyes turned, catching 

the sight of Nate’s nervousness. The figures, seated around an abstract shaped 

table continued to stare, almost as if they weren’t human at all.  

 

“H-hi,” Nate greeted awkwardly, “My name is-“  

 

“Nate Eskevoy,” grumbled an old, hunched man, the only one who ignored his 

presence. He appeared to be preoccupied, whispering and mumbling 

incomprehensible language to himself.  Nate’s eyes lit up, although the man 

completely disregarded him. 

 

 “Are you Dr. Barry Sedon?” 

 

“Yes. I am.” The man confirmed, finally meeting Nate’s eyes. His wise and weary 

eyes examined Nate.  

 

“Have a seat,” Sedon stated. Nate stiffly placed himself in the chair furthest from 

Sedon. 

 

“You are aware of the guidelines of your new career I presume,” Sedon 

mentioned. 

 

“I will be researching death,” Nate stated.  

 

Joy and wonder grew on Sedon’s wrinkled face.  

 

“Yes, death. The end. The final destination. I have spent most of my life trying to 

understand this complicated concept.” His eyes wandered off again, as if 

searching for fragments of past memories. 

 

A tall, muscular man beside Sedon began to speak. His face was friendlier than all 

the others. 

 

“Every concept and subject known to man has scientific reasoning,” he recited 

factually. “All except for death.” 

 

“Death has always fascinated me as a child,” Sedon murmured, now oblivious to 

the company. “We all understand the starting point. Birth. The beginning of life. 

But for the longest time, people questioned what happened once you reached 

the limit, and lose your life. What happens to you? What does it mean to die?” 
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The others inside the room nodded in agreement. 

 

“I have made multiple theories on the one concept. I always liked to believe that 

death is not the end. It is merely a stage. A change. For example, you may lose 

your body. But perhaps it could be possible for your consciousness to still exist. 

To continue and evolve to a more abstract level of supposed life.” 

 

A tense silence hung heavy in the air.  

 

“What if- oh. Never mind.” Nate retracted. 

 

Sedon arched his eyebrows in interest. “Any theory is valid,” he grinned. 

 

“What if,” Nate slowly started, “it isn’t your consciousness, but your soul?” 

 

Instant bursts of laughter erupted from all directions.  

 

The muscular one, not laughing but still seemingly amused, answered, “You must 

surely know, there is no such thing as a soul.”  

 

Nate blushed, embarrassed by his childish statement. 

 

“Come,” Sedon and the company abruptly stood. Nate followed, still displaying 

respect for the old man. 

 

The tubular elevator was packed with the silent company, slowly heading 

upwards. Everyone was stiff, staring straight forward. The tension and suspense 

in the air squeezed at Nate. Out of nowhere, a thought began to form in his brain. 

Nobody had died in years. Ever since the introduction of the enhancement drugs, 

people lived to extreme ages. The only causes of death were accidents and 

murder.  

 

Murder. 

 

Could it be…? 

 

No, he half assured himself. They would probably use animals. There’s no harm in 

that. Just test animals, like maybe rats. Nate nervously glanced at the men’s blank 

faces. He began to feel uneasy, although he wasn’t exactly sure why. 

 

The doors slid open, revealing the frighteningly lit city.  

 

Pressure beamed from the starry lights, blinding his hope. Nate followed the 

unfamiliar men on to the roof of the building.  

 

Despite the darkness, Nate spotted a small cage. Whimpers for help and mercy 

fled from the tiny prison.  
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Nate watched, horrified as two hands reached helplessly outwards between the 

metal bars. Human hands.  

 

Sedon’s voice forcefully struck into the tense silence.  

 

“This man is very lucky today,” he dictated, referring to the scrawny captive. “He 

will get to experience the change. The metamorphosis into a more advanced life.”  

 

Without any exchange of communication, two of the researchers mercilessly 

flung the prisoner out of the cage. A strange assortment of wires spiked outwards 

from the man’s head, connected to a square screen. He lay helplessly on the 

ground like a beaten animal. Nate avoided eye contact, afraid of seeing the 

misery and pain in the man’s eyes. 

 

 “This device is attached to his brain and nerves,” Sedon explained. “We are able 

to see what occurs in his brain as he dies.” One of the researchers walked over to 

the screen, as if following a cue. 

 

The scraping of metal rang into Nate’s ear. As he swiveled to see the source, his 

heart froze instantly. A long knife flashed in the darkness like wicked teeth.  

“Begin the procedure.” Sedon commanded. 

 

His heart pounding, Nate turned away. He heard a splotch sound, the knife 

penetrating flesh. Then a horrific scream. He clenched his body together, as if 

protecting himself.  

 

A terrible stench from the red covered corpse forced its way into Nate’s nose. 

Reminiscence of the gruesome scream carried with the smell. It followed, 

haunting him with the murder, no matter how he tried to block the scent. The 

odor became stronger and stronger, fueling Nate with fear and guilt. Panic began 

to take over, his heart sending rapid bursts of alarm. He wished he could just 

disappear. 

 

“Any new results?” Sedon questioned casually. 

 

 “Nope,” the researcher by the dead corpse responded. “Same as last time.” 

 

 “Let’s ask the new recruit what he thinks,” Sedon exclaimed. 

 

But Nate was nowhere to be found. 

 

Falling. It felt the same as his dream. Accelerating towards his doom. Perhaps he 

was still dreaming. But this time he felt no fear, he left it with the demons 

looming above. Even with the eerie wind whistling into his ears, he faced his 

destination with a stern face. As he accelerated, the lights transformed into a blur 

of bright streaks. 

 

He crashed violently into the ground. Pain jolted through his entire body. But he 

ignored the pain, aware that he was going to be freed. A slight, smug grin carved 
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across his face as he embraced death. A vague memory appeared in his dying 

conscious. 

 

 “Would you like to save this dream?” 

 

He slowly gestured his hand, as if answering yes. 

Then a beautiful metamorphosis occurred, a rare sight in this world. 

Nate had finally understood death.  

 

And he accepted it. 
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